HOW TO START AN
INFLUENCING CAREER
BY ELSIE & EMMA

welcome!
We are so excited that you are diving into the world of Influencing!
After being in the industry for over a decade, we get questions all
the time on what people should do when they want to take
Instagram, Podcasting, or Blogging seriously and make an income
from their content. We are sharind a basic plan to get started plus
revealing the secret to our success. Let's dive into the guide
and get started!
ABEAUTIFULMESS.COM

@ABEAUTIFULMESS
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MAKE YOUR
PLAN

Take advantage of all of that, "I'm ready to

Quality work takes time and planning. Don't

start now!" energy that you have and make

skimp on the planning! We've seen it over

a 3-6 month plan. Think through how many

and over again where people will start out

posts or episodes, you'd like to share per

on fire with excitement. Once the initial

week. Think about the rhythms of your

excitement

week. Figure out where you have time to sit

account is now just sitting there abandoned.

down at your computer and write.

Don't let that happen to you!

When we first started sharing, Elsie would

Planning is absolutely the way to get your

post 5-6 times a day in real-time about

work done and then still have the capacity

whatever she was doing at the moment.

to add on something fun or try something

Now, we put strategy behind our content

different. If you don’t want to be stressed

and batch our work in groups. This way we

and behind every day, you have to plan

can knock out a week or even a month's

ahead.

worth of posts in one day.

fades,

the

once-promising

EXECUTE YOUR
PLAN
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THERE ARE GOING TO BE DAYS WHEN EVERYTHING JUST
GOES WRONG. THERE ARE GOING TO BE WEEKS WHERE
YOU DON'T HIT ALL THE GOALS OR PLANS YOU'VE MADE
FOR YOUR ACCOUNT. YOU MIGHT EVEN START TO FEEL LIKE
YOU'RE WASTING YOUR TIME CHASING AN INFLUENCER
CAREER. LET US ASSURE YOU, THIS IS NORMAL AND YOU
CAN GET THROUGH IT.

YOUR PLAN DOESN’T HAVE TO BE
PERFECT EVERY DAY FOR YOU TO
ACHIEVE YOUR GOALS.
In our experience, we see that it takes

We know that we can finish whatever is

consistent work on an account for a year to

going on and then start the next thing. And

gain traction. If you think about doing hard

if you're anything like us, setting new goals

work for a year, sometimes that’s really

always brings that endorphin-releasing

hard to wrap your mind around. We

fresh start feeling! Book Recommendation:

recommend breaking up your plan into

"The 12 Week Year" by Brian P. Moran &

quarters (or 12-week cycles).

Michael Lennington. This is a life-changing

Thinking about all you want to accomplish

book and we couldn't recommend it

in a quarter as opposed to a whole year is

enough! Reading this book helped us

helpful because you've built in a mini finish

develop our own 12-week cycles for our

line every 12 weeks. And it's so beneficial

work and it's been a total game-changer.

when these finish lines aren't too far away.

One of our favorite takeaways was

In our experience when we're in the thick of

realizing that if you execute at 80% of your

it and things aren’t going as planned, we

plan, you will still achieve your goals. That

don’t feel like quitting because the end is in

realization helped me to feel like not every

sight.

day has to be perfect - let that be a weight
lifted from your shoulders.
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BUILD OFF SUCCESSES
As you continue to execute your plan, you

Through these metrics, you can see what

know that it’s working, you’re starting to

resonated with people, what could be

gain traction. You’re starting to see a real

replicated, and most importantly what you

business forming. Now, it's time to go

spent a lot of time on that didn't move the

through the stats! The important benchmarks

needle. Building off what’s working is a

to pay attention to are:

huge point and cannot be emphasized
enough. Finding the thing that you’re good

engagement

at and that people respond to is super

how people discovered you

important. It doesn’t mean you still can’t try

top-performing posts or episodes

any idea that’s exciting to you, but you’ll be

follower count

creating your base around things that work.

views on Reels and stories

Time for a Pep Talk!

THE SECRET TO OUR SUCCESS
Finishing is the most important thing. So

We see a lot of people quit before they can

often people start and then they lose

even realize their own potential. You can’t

momentum or they lose interest. Or the one

judge anything in two months of doing

I see a lot is people derail themselves

influencer work. I think that a lot of people

because they want it to be perfect. So they

have an expectation when they start that

keep tweaking and tweaking for years and

they will gain some kind of traction, like

they never actually finish anything.

gaining a lot of followers quickly. And when

If you have an idea, the most important

that doesn’t happen immediately, they give

thing you can do is finish the idea, which

up or take a break and let the perfectionist

might include years of work. It might not be

mindset set in, and then they never come

a one-time finish line thing, like running a

back to their account. It's the most common

race. But as you finish things, you grow,

thing we see. And we do not want to see

learn, and get better.

that play out for you.

Most

entrepreneurs

influencers

don’t

have

and
one

especially

Let's see what happens when you commit

overnight

for a year and lay all the necessary

success moment, you have a series of lots of

groundwork.

little things that happened as a result of

People will ask us, "how do you make

consistently getting yourself out there and

money?" or "what was the one thing that

creating a brand. You have to do all the

changed?" And the answer is that we’ve

groundwork before you can make a penny,

done a lot of finishing for many, many

which I think is the hard part about

years. And plan to keep doing that over

influencer work. But, it's worth it. There are

and over and over again.

so many advantages once you get past

And that’s really the secret, which is a very

that!

boring secret.

TAKE YOUR CONTENT
TO THE NEXT LEVEL

If you are ready to give Instagram, Blogging, or Podcasting your best
shot, we want to help you succeed! We've put all of our best wisdom and
advice into 3 courses - Blog Essentials, Elevate Your Instagram and
Launch a Podcast. This is where we show you how we do everything from
planning content to making steady money through sponsorships, affiliates
and collaborations. We'll show you every trick in our bag! Learn more at
courses.abeautifulmess.com

COURSES.ABEAUTIFULMESS.COM

